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service to the University. This
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parents and the boys; the other
the boys and the parents. Now
for our part:

It is up to us, the students, to
talk the University sanely, and
discuss it honestly and with all
frankness with the boys who will
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Some freshmen are still wear-

ing the swaddling clothes of their
prep school. They have brought
their fire-crack- er torpedoes with
them. The babies have to have
something to play with.

that are good practically all the commission on institutions of
time, and another that is good higher learning. Find out about
most of the time. The rest are all these things and then when
practically never available for hot
baths. Of the five showers

Tradition wears a
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and has the wisdom
of experience.

The pipe is a col-
lege tradition. Fill
yours with

Lets everybody do a little cog
nitating and see if we can't find

you go home talk to the prospect-
ive students and their parents
about them. Don't do it in a
spirit or tone of boastfulness as
though "Carolina" were the onl) !

place on earth; for it isn't
thongh we all believe that it is
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some plan whereby the football

only two are absolutely sure.
The other three are good unless
there is someone using cold and
hot water mixed in the stall be-

fore you on the hot water
circuit. Under those conditions

team can get to worK during the
winter and sorinsr and become
proficient in that course.

The punters, at least, should you get alternate blessings of hot
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and cold water all of which
give a decided stimulus to the
impulse to use very short, pithy,
and expressive expletives.

Under these five baths eight
hundred students, who pay mat-

riculation fees for good baths, are
expected to take their daily

As Mr. Graham said in Chapel,
that Chapel Hill Theaer confu-

sion was so rediculous that one
can scarcely be serious about it
It was Pickwickian in the most
accepted sence of that misused
word. Nevertheless torpedoes
are a nuisance.
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no cause for hysterics - unless
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ball field, an equal number from
the class field, a goodly number
from the tennis courts, and some
fifteen hangers on desert the
gym. The shower room resembles

.the inside of a sardine can. Ten
students, at the smallest possible
count, stand around on the cold,
damp, health-destroyi- ng floor
waiting on each shower. And the
whole crowd curse like sailors
with good ard sufficient provo-

cation and reasnn. They eurse
the conditions and the men in au-

thority who allow those condit
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ions to exist.
It is with perfect justification

that they do this. It is the only
way, and that an ineffectual one,
of expressing themselves about
those whom they pay for good
baths but who, knowing that the
students are powerless, continue
to tyrannically lax without rep-

resentation and spend without
consideration.

thing for the Hone.

worth saving? When Cain asked
If he was bis brothers keeper
he probably was not aware that
he had raised a question. The
extent to which we are his keeper
depends how much do we owe
him? How far may we impose
uponihim? To what extent have
we the right to use up his time
and not give equivalent value for
it no value except the sad ex-

perience?. If six .hundred stu-

dents go to Chapel each day and
get nothing out of the twentv
minutes taken out of their time
for that attendance, are those
two hundred hours well spent?
If the Chapel exercises, as usual,
are no good for a week, were
those thousand hours well spent?
Has any one, or any several ones,
the right to waste two hundred
hours in one day? We respect-
fully leave the consideration of
these questions to the managers
of the Chapel lack of exercises.
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